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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Unit 1
Martina Ruhsam : Veronika Zott

] SCORE [

Verbalised or written choreographic guidelines and instructions that define certain
parameters of an action can be called SCORES (according to music scores).
Moreover, the SCORE relays how many points a player or a team got in a game.
SCORE is the first artistic collaboration of Veronika Zott and Martina Ruhsam, a
performance of and for two performers/choreographers, artificial grass and several
objects used in daily life.
SCORE is not an improvisation. Martina Ruhsam and Veronika Zott will create,
collect and document choreographic descriptions and instructions and will further on
experiment with them in order to develop a choreography that functions as a
(re)composition of selected test runs which different self-generated SCORES evoked.
The two dancers move on the artificial grass in the gallery (a part of the gallery will be
covered with artificial grass) in various systems of rules and thereby put into relation
what seems to be without connection. They search for minimal shifts and
displacements as well as for subtle points of contact.
What slowly evolves is neither authentic nor fake – it is the attempt to deflect the
attention from a subject-position (of a body that ends at its skin) and a try to enable a
perception of reference-points.
SCORE is an investigation of interspaces (which we are nonetheless by ourselves as
well)

„Some landscapes just need a little bit more drive but this one is so
far from itself that it is for sure already at home in another one.”
(Kattrin Röggla in Nobody laughs backwards)
1:0 for the artificial grass

[ᆽ]
PRACTICAL SYSTEMS AND THEIR CONSTRUCTION OF UNITY AND
EFFICIENCY
In every language there are specific rules that determine where the words have to be
placed in a sentence so that they form a grammatically correct sentence. Every
country has a specific system of rules that prescribes the behaviour of agencies and
political institutions. Every culture has a (partly unwritten) set of rules that should
guarantee a correct social behaviour and acting. All these rules are oriented on

ethical and moral concerns or criteria of efficiency. They are meant as guidelines for
a proper way of living and a unified and conventional way of expression and
behaviour.

]ᆽ[
PRACTICED SYSTEMS AND THEIR CONSTRUCTION OF DIVERGENCY,
OPENNESS AND VARIABILITY
In the project SCORE a criterion of quality for a good system of rules is not its
efficiency or its “faultlessness”, but its openness, variability and productivity. It is not
about the optimization of performance or the fastest way to a certain goal. The
challenge is in developing SCORES that function as open systems: They should
clearly define a restricted realm of possibilities and at the same time allow various
“translations” into practice. The repeated realisation of the same test arrangement
reveals the flexibility and productivity of the system and points toward minimal
differences.
1:1 the landscape is captured
With SCORE we want to achieve two things:
1.) For the focus not to fall on self-portrayal or self-expression and the selection of
movements not to be done according to criteria of skill, ability, mastery or perfection.
2.) For the system of rules not to allow and thereby to protect the performers from
judgement pertaining to movements, actions, pictures and connections according to
aesthetic preferences and personal taste and free them from trying to give a proof of
the own creativity. In this project creativity is called upon as far as the creation of the
system is concerned – what this system produces and enables does not pertain to its
intentions in themselves any more.

The focus is not placed upon a presentation of dancing skills or a representation of
persons or feelings. The two performers are two elements of the composition as well
as a plate, a pillow, a book and the artificial grass. The SCORES should sometimes
be visible (projected) for the public – so that the multiple interpretation of one
instruction can be observed. The performers are not slaves of the system but rather
interpreters and experts of self-made instructions.
1:2 for the landscape
In the research and rehearsal period we will work on two models:
MODEL A:
Two different SCORES are carried out simultaneously in the same space. (Martina is
performing Veronika’s SCORE and Veronika is performing Martina’s SCORE.)
The relation that viewers perceive between these two simultaneous performances is
opened to their own interpretations. The connection between the movements of the
two dancers is established through the combination of the two SCORES and not
through physical contact of the dancers.
MODEL B:
Veronika Zott and Martina Ruhsam develop a SCORE, write it down and test it with
different media. They will apply the system to movements, words, objects etc. The
same SCORE will be repeated with different media (sound, picture, video etc.) and
will thereby be re-configured, thus becoming a comparative process that reveals
analogies and differences.
2:2 – the score is even

TEST#01: PICTURE_SCORES

SCORE//01
Go to the biggest room in the flat in which you are now. Lie down in the middle of the
room with your stomach facing the floor. Take off the socks (from your left foot) and
place it on the right side of your body on the floor. Picture

SCORE//05
Go to the highest point of the building in which you are located at the moment or
elsewhere outside (for example on top of a hill). Set the timer on the camera to
trigger itself automatically. Dance so wildly that you do not hear the click of the
camera. Do not fall down. If you do, stand up and try again.

SCORE//05
Go to the highest point of the building in which you are located at the moment or
elsewhere outside (for example on top of a hill). Set the timer on the camera to
trigger itself automatically. Dance so wildly that you do not hear the click of the
camera. Do not fall down. If you do, stand up and try again.

SCORE//02
Make a line with different objects that you have in your flat on the floor of the biggest
room. Lie on the floor replacing one object. Have your eyes closed. Picture

SCORE//02
Make a line with different objects that you have in your flat on the floor of the biggest
room in your flat. Lie on the floor replacing one object. Have your eyes closed.

SCORE//04
Put on a costume. Jump up and down stretching your arms and legs away from your
body on the up-jump and count to 77. At number 27 someone has to take a picture.

SCORE//04
Put on a costume. Jump up and down stretching your arms and legs away from your
body on the up-jump and count to 77. At number 27 someone has to take a picture.

SCORE//03
Go to the street closest to your apartment. Take with you one book that you do not
like and one shoe. Stand on the sidewalk – facing the street and hold the two objects
up demonstratively. Picture

Unit 2
Igor Štromajer

] WORKING CLASS IN ENGLAND [

A relaxed transition (also in case that the president of the republic is still present)
from the daylong Congress of humanitarian organizations of Slovenia to our project
will be realised with the French evergreen Ne Me Quitte Pas in the interpretation of
the Slovene intimate mobile communicator Igor Štromajer. Carpet.

The dedicated thematic, ideological and political orientation of this project unit
represents the words that Friderich Engels wrote in Barmen (Rhenan Prussia) on the
15th of March 1845:
"Working Men! To you I dedicate a work, a faithful picture of your condition, of your
sufferings and struggles, of your hopes and prospects. I wanted to see you in your
own homes, to observe you in your everyday life, to chat with you on your condition
and grievances, to witness your struggles against the social and political power of
your oppressors. Having, at the same time, ample opportunity to watch the middleclasses, your opponents, I soon came to the conclusion that you are perfectly right in
expecting no support whatever from them. Their interest is diametrically opposed to

yours. Their doings give them the lie. Have they ever paid any serious attention to
your grievances? Not they indeed, those are things they do not like to speak of —
they have left it to a foreigner to inform the civilised world of the degrading situation
you have to live in. Go on then, as you have done hitherto. Much remains to be
undergone; be firm, be undaunted — your success is certain, and no step you will
have to take in your onward march will be lost to our common cause, the cause of
Humanity!"
Methodologically, and in a search for it's own articulation the WORKING CLASS IN
ENGLAND is charging itself from a radically different manifest:
"We believe that God needs no pre-existent thing or any help in order to create, nor
is creation any sort of necessary emanation from the divine substance. God creates
freely "out of nothing": If God had drawn the world from pre-existent matter, what
would be so extraordinary in that? A human artisan makes from a given material
whatever he wants, while God shows his power by starting from nothing to make all
he wants." (Catechism of Catholic Church; Part 1, Section 2, Chapter 1, Article
1, Paragraph 4: "The Creator")

Practically that means – under Igor Štromajer's conductor strategies in collaboration
with other creators of the project – to test the dynamics and expressional register of
the Intima Virtual Base from the plastic grass (in which daisies sprang up already
long ago) to the bands of robots and other, more or less mobile infant toys, a palette
of contemporary consume articles with Alpine milk can easily expand also outside of
the Intima classic. Inside of the escapable and restrictive space (where for the film
camera eye spaciousness is endless) we shall perform uneasily and amateurish (so
with passion and love) a short history of that Carinthia landscape.

As the whole event SHORTLY AFTER THE RE_MOVE will have a direct
transmission to the internet, WORKING CLASS IN ENGLAND is as well projected
from »mousetrap« on the inner or outside wall of the gallery and like that visible to all
visitors.

Unit 3
Robert Klančnik

] TOGETHER ALONE [

By entering the area in which the multimedia installation TOGETHER ALONE
functions two processes are triggered simultaneously; namely recording and
replaying of data. With its structure the installation opens up the space in which
visitors / participants are confronted by their own projected digital image. Through
that participants can experience how thick the fine line between their inner and outer
selves is. Intervention of movement in the surveillance area are saved in a digital
archive of images and used in any further creative research.
Due to context changes and its structure as a matrix, the installation can be modified
to suit different formational and subject matter variations.

Unit 4
Alexei Blinov
RAYLAB

] HIVE NETWORKS [

"Hive Networks" is a cross-disciplinary r&d project into embedded devices and
ubiquitous networked computing, defined as 'multi-faceted transformative
devices' - tools that enable users to manage space, time and the boundaries
around the self in new and previously unthinkable ways.
Hive is a biological entity that describes way of life of insects, that is very muchalive,
and organised into a society, where every member has it’s function and place.
Insects areundoutably a lifeform, they live, they love they multiply, yet, they are
notvery complicatedcreatures, that lucks intelligence and feelings (as we assume....),
but there’s world is enriched and much more complex than we’d expect if they
canform such an advancedsocial structure as hive. In the history of computation
there have been two great trends in human - computer relationship:
the mainframe relationship,

and the PC relationship.

Today the Internet is carrying us through an era of widespread distributed computing
towards the relationship characterised by deeply embedded computation in the
human world.

These important waves of technological change are those that fundamentally alter
the place of technology in our lives.
“Hive Network” is an artistic adventure into what industrial research labs call
'ubiquitous computing'. The project facilitates creative exposure of technologies
which otherwise stay hidden and incomprehensible to the public.
It is not difficult to imagine a future where billions of people regularly access
applications running inside the global network as part of their daily lives, when
technology recedes into the background of our lives and seamlessly integrates with it,
becoming so embedded, so fitting, so natural, that we use it without even thinking
about it.

“Hive Networks” as a project title is a term that includes essentially anything with
embedded computation/networking, sensing or actuation capability.
Typically, however, it implies items that have embedded computation, sensing, or
actuation that are not normally thought of as computational or “thinking” devices networks of 'things'. Networks of things are not yet common, despite the growing
presence of 'intelligent' networked objects in our world.

“Hive Network” is a fusion of technological advance and metaphoric large-scale
biological system, such as the bee or ant colony, that have already developed many
of the mechanisms needed for these advance.

“Hive Networks” experiments with a variety of semi-available technologies and trends
such as 'Embedded Computing and Digital Signal Processing' (DSP) -- the
transformation of data (signals, images, video, etc.) to extract and transmit
information. DSP already plays a prominent role in a huge range of products and
systems, from compact disc players, cellular telephones, and computer modems to
satellite imagers, medical diagnosis equipment, and seismic data analysers.
Moreover, the future information age will be fuelled by DSP technology such as
digital cameras and television, multimedia, Wireless Networks, and speech
recognition.
It is difficult to overestimate the impact of mentioned technologies and practices for
development of media and computer related arts, as these areas constitute the very
fabric of it. Having over 20 years of experience and practice of electronic arts across
Europe Raylab sees it’s place at the forefront of advancement of these technologies,
but not merely on a technical level but on the level of applications, creative practice
and metaphorical exploration.

Throughout it’s history Raylab merged science, technology and fine arts in
enchanting mix that inspired a variety of collaborations across a wide spectrum of
disciplines. The important outcome of this particular project will be to lay foundations
through an r&d project with a perspective on future collaborations.
The project will bring insight to the world of ubiquituous networked computing to
artists and the public at large. Raylab is in a unique position to bridge the
'technological divide', to merge practices of art, science and technology.

Very few artists have the engineering skills necessary to work with technology at this
level, and maybe even fewer engineers have the necessary understanding of the
needs of artists who would like to engage but cannot do so for a lack of engineering
skills.

The project is expected to provide inspiration to artists working with new media and
technology but who have so far been restricted to screen based and interface design
work. The prototypes which are going to be developed are most likely to lead to
further collaborative and interdisciplinary projects which are expected to catch the
attention of corresponding industries and funding bodies.

Latest information processing technologies which so far have been the exclusive
domain of industry sponsored research labs will be made accessible to artists across

a variety of areas (net art, performance, wireless and 'locative' media). By extending
the range of what artists can do into the so far largely unexplored area of embedded
devices an important technological paradigm shift is opened up for public
participation.

Issues normally hidden or unquestioned fall under public scrutiny. Participatory
access to cutting edge technological development itself becomes a matter of art.

Unit 5
Lana K. Gotvan : Alma Košan : Vlado G. Repnik

] ANIMAL CONSCIOUSNESS [

Stanford Encyclopaedia of Philosophy:
There are many reasons for philosophical interest in nonhuman animal (hereafter
“animal”) consciousness. First, if philosophy often begins with questions about the
place of humans in nature, one way humans have attempted to locate themselves is
by comparison and contrast with those things in nature most similar to themselves,
i.e., other animals. Second, the problem of determining whether animals are
conscious stretches the limits of knowledge and scientific methodology (beyond
breaking point, according to some). Third, the question of whether animals are
conscious beings or “mere automata”, as Cartesians would have it, is of considerable
moral significance given the dependence of modern societies on mass farming and
the use of animals for biomedical research. Fourth, while theories of consciousness
are frequently developed without special regard to questions about animal
consciousness, the plausibility of such theories has sometimes been assessed
against the results of their application to animal consciousness.
Questions about animal consciousness are just one corner of a more general set of
questions about animal cognition and mind. The so-called “cognitive revolution” that
took place during the latter half of the 20th century has led to many innovative
experiments by comparative psychologists and ethologists probing the cognitive
capacities of animals. Despite all this work, the topic of consciousness per se in
animals has remained controversial, even taboo, among scientists, even while it
remains a matter of common sense to most people that many other animals do have
conscious experiences.

Miloš Macourek (Mach a Šebestova ve škole):
Once upon a time the schoolmistress was telling to the children, that a human is the
master of the universe, that as a matter of fact this is something like the head of the
family of all living beings on our planet and Pažout raised up his hand and said,
please, how could a human be the master of the universe, as he is often even
frightened of a mouse, I think, that the master of the universe is rather an elephant,
that is not afraid of anybody, but Highlander started to smirk, hehehe, hehehe, you
are really a small calf, it is enough, that a man takes a gun, to do pic and the
elephant is dead at once, but the schoolmistress said, listen Highlander, first Pažout
is not a calf, but your schoolfellow, and second, if you want to say something you
have to raise your hand, because here is a school and not a marketplace, otherwise
you are right, a man is the master of the universe, because he is the most developed
being, he must shift as well as he can in every situation and he is conquering with the
intellect above all.

CURRICULUM VITAE

VERONIKA ZOTT lives and works in Vienna. She studied dance at the
Contemporary Dance School The Place in London. After finishing her studies with a
bachelor’s degree she worked with various choreographers in Vienna: Daniel
Aschwanden, Milli Bitterli, Felix Ruckert and Christine Gaigg (amongst others).
In 2003 she founded her own company visualartproyektil with tomate. The following
pieces were developed since 2003: 1,2,3,4,4b, homemade, in-out and others.
Veronika Zott performed the project drinkdrunkmehr during the Factory Season in
Tanzquartier Wien.
The performance homemade was presented at the Festival ImageTanz in Dietheater
in Vienna and for framefreezeframe.org with Daniel Aschwanden (Bilderwerfer) in
2005. In 2007 the piece was performed at the Festival Österreich tanzT (Austria
dances) in Festspielhaus St. Pölten.
In 2006 visualartproyektil comprised of junior artists living in Tanzquartier Wien. They
presented one jump - one fart with B.P.O. (USA) in the studios of Tanzquartier and
performed in the MakNite (MAK – Austrian Museum for applied Arts). Veronika Zott
participated in the laboratory Urban Fetishes in Tanzquartier (2006).
In February 2007 Veronika Zott performed a dance-solo (choreographed by Christine
Gaigg) in Kaaitheater in Brussels.

MARTINA RUHSAM was born in Austria 1981. Since finishing her studies
(„Movement Studies & Performance“) at the Anton Bruckner University in Linz
(Austria) she has been working as a choreographer, performer and writer. At the
moment she is finishing her Theatre-, Film- and Mediastudies at the main University
in Vienna (master-degree in philosophy) with a book about collaborations and their
representations in Contemporary Dance.
Martina Ruhsam The fiction of function in the frame of Keep it private showed in
Tanzquartier Wien. In 2007 she presented the piece ONE DOLLAR ONE DOLLAR
together with the Slovene director Vlado Gotvan Repnik, the internet-artist Igor
Stromajer and Stefan Messner. It was shown at the Imagetanz-Festival in Brut
(former Dietheater) in Vienna. (A documentation of the project can be seen on:
www.babalan.org). A further development of the piece was shown in Mestni Muzej in
Ljubljana with the title H STORY. In august 2008 she choreographed an extended
social intervention Blank_Protest (together with Vlado Gotvan Repnik) for the Festival
Mladi Levi in Ljubljana.
Martina Ruhsam received a scholarship from Impulstanz Vienna in 2007 and a part
scholarship from Steirischer Herbst (Graz). As a dancer/performer she worked with
Oleg Soulimenko, Simon Frearson, Superamas, Rose Breuss, Igor Stromajer and
Labor G/H. She is a member of the editorial board of corpus – an internet-magazine
for Dance, Choreography and Performance (http://www.corpusweb.net/). She also
published various articles in the magazine since 2006.

IGOR ŠTROMAJER – intimate mobile communicator - researches tactical emotional
states and traumatic low-tech strategies. He has shown his work at more than a
hundred exhibitions in forty-two countries and received a number of awards
(Moscow, Hamburg, Dresden, Belfort, Madrid, and Maribor). As artist-in-residence he
lectures at universities and contemporary art institutes. His works are included in the
permanent collections of the Centre national d’art et de Culture Georges Pompidou –
Musée national d’art moderne, Paris, France; the Museo Nacional Centro de Arte
Reina Sofía, Madrid, Spain; Moderna galerija – the Slovene Museum of
Contemporary Arts, Ljubljana, Slovenia; Computerfinearts – net and media art
collection, New York, USA; Maribor Art Gallery, Maribor, Slovenia; and exhibited online at the Hamburger Kunsthalle, Hamburg, Germany.
Intimate Statement I believe in intimacy, individualism, emotions, frustrations,
traumas, artificial, communication, impossibility, mobility, montage, radicality,
sensibility, silence, strategy, tactics, tears, orgasm, concept, pleasure, fantasies,
philosophy, transfer, utopia and angels.
I do not believe in media, facebook, tourism and the end.
Intima Virtual Base, Institute for Contemporary Arts, Slovenia (www.intima.org)
Single, structurally equal to all, and endless in the microstructure shows the totality
and disconnectedness of Intima in her mirror image. One, split into two is compatible
with the life of Intima. The magic structure of one and the obsession with individuality
inspires the ritual beauty of polarity which is shown on the altar of code. The Intima
code is presented by a mathematical microstructure.
The circle is drawn and in the circle there is a whole world. There is a world of tactical
guerrilla communications and a world of impossible radical emotions, but Intima is the
zone of their co-existence.

ROBERT KLANČNIK (1957) … born in Šoštanj; lives and works in Velenje as an art
teacher…………………………………………………………………………………………
man…son…father… husband…craftsman…friend…motivator…teacher…comrade
teacher…designer...acquaintance…professor of art…councilor…member of art
curriculum study group…co-author of art curricula in the elementary school
program… reviewer of art textbooks for the elementary school program…expert
advisor and coworker of the National Education Institute in the field of planning art
tasks and modern didactic approaches…listener…comes up with ways to carry out
thought constellations in the creative field of intermingling between educational and
individual creating process that manifest in all spheres of being and are as such
presented in GVR projects…some are invisible…some go against verbal
projection…some pour into children’s art works…some are just for me…some are
before-thoughts, pre-words…some shine….smell...taxpayer…omnivore…183 cm…In
the last few years he is carrying out his artistic reflections through multimedia
installations, performances, internet, video and photography projects. His work is
dispersed in several co-creations of different artistic practices and structures that
have in common the interaction between distance and closeness of the
spectator/participant. He is interested in the phenomena of intermediate spaces on
relation together – alone.

Author / coauthor / cooperation – www.babalan.org / www.intima.org
• GFEST, Coal Mining Museum of Slovenia, Velenje 2002 • MARY, PISS ON
TAKASHI PLEASE! Museum of Modern Art, Ljubljana 2005 • AQUART SOPART,
Exhibition Gallery Rotovž, Maribor 2005 • UXI PIXI PANCAKES AQUART, Kanuti
Gildi Sall, Tallinn 2005; Old Power Plant, Ljubljana 2006 • T_PROTOKOL, Kapelica
Gallery, Ljubljana 2006 • VODA JE TEKOČINA BREZ BARVE IN OKUSA, Youth
Center, Velenje 2006 • ALL ABOUT LESOTHO, Kibla, Maribor 2006 • H STORY, City
Museum Ljubljana 2007 • TOGETHER ALONE, Gallery of Modern Art, Celje 2008
• JEZERO, Arsin Art Gallery, Velenje 2008

ALEXEI BLINOV
1993-1996
London, Amsterdam, Den Haag, Rotterdam, Den Bosh and Utrecht: Laser
projections.
1997 -1999
London: Audio-Visual large scale IR CCTV projection, lecturer at MA Digital Art
Middlesex University, collaboration with AudioRom, BAFTA Interactive Entertainment
Award, laser design for “Victory Over The Sun”, “Consume”.
2000-2001
Collaboration with Jamie Reid, classic Theremin and interactive video, “Peace is
Tough”, “Interdisciplinary micrograviti research project”
2002- 2006
“Take2030 - Richair2030” at Venice Biennale, Wizards of OS, FutureSonic,
“Porta2030” at London and Taipei Biennial, “Waves”
2007 - 2009
HiveNetworks, lectures at Ravensbourn, Westminster University, Royal College and
Technical University in Eindhoven, “Hidden Histories”, “Waves”.

VLADO GOTVAN REPNIK creates in the field of performing, visual and polimedia
reality; interested in fluffy canvases on internet, Intrusion of the Real, Ropeography,
Steamart, visual lectures and other manifestations.
www.babaLAN.org

